
Theory of radioactive disintegration. 
 
Rutherford and Soddy, in 1903, postulated that radioactivity is a nuclear phenomenon and all 
the radioactive changes are taking place in the nucleus of the atom. They presented an 
interpretation of the radioactive processes and the origin of radiations in the form of a theory 
known as theory of radioactive disintegration. The main points of this theory are as follows: 

 The atomic nuclei of the radioactive elements are unstable and liable to disintegrate 
any moment. 

 The disintegration is spontaneous, i.e., constantly breaking. The rate of breaking is not 
affected by external factors like temperature, pressure, chemical combination etc. 
 During disintegration, atoms of new elements called daughter elements having 
different physical and chemical properties than the parent elements come into existence. 
 During disintegration, either alpha or beta particles are emitted from the nucleus. 
The disintegration process may proceed in one of the following two ways: 

 
(1) -particle emission:When an -particle )( 42 He  is emitted from the nucleus of an atom of 
the parent element, the nucleus of the new element, called daughter element possesses atomic 
mass or atomic mass number less by four units and nuclear charge or atomic number less by 2 
units because -particle has mass of 4 units and nuclear charge of two units. 
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ZWZnumberAtomic WmassAtomic elementDaughter  elementParent α-  

Examples are: 
    42(Radon)

22286Radium)(
22688 HeRnRa  ; 42(Thorium)

23490Uranium)(
23892 HeThU   

    42(Thallium)
20981Bismuth)(

21383 HeTlBi  ; 42(Lead)
21182Polonium)(

21584 HePbPo   
 
(2) -particle emission:-particle is merely an electron which has negligible mass. Whenever a 
beta particle is emitted from the nucleus of a radioactive atom, the nucleus of the new element 
formed possesses the same atomic mass but nuclear charge or atomic number is increased by 1 
unit than the parent element. Beta particle emission is due to the result of decay of neutron into 
proton and electron. 
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 The electron produced escapes as a beta-particle-leaving proton in the nucleus. 
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ZWZnumberAtomic WmassAtomic elementDaughter  elementParent β-  

Examples are: 
    01(Bismuth)

21483Lead)(
21482 eBiPb  ; 01ium)protoactin(

23491(Thorium)
23490 ePaTh  ;  

01(Polonium)
2138421383 ePoBi   

 
Special case:If in a radioactive transformation 1 alpha and 2 beta-particles are emitted, the 
resulting nucleus possesses the same atomic number but atomic mass is less by 4 units. A 
radioactive transformation of this type always produces an isotope of the parent element. 

44142   WZWZWZWZ DCBA ββα  
A and D are isotopes. 

 -rays are emitted due to secondary effects. The excess of energy is released in the form 
of -rays. Thus -rays arise from energy re-arrangements in the nucleus. As -rays are 
short wavelength electromagnetic radiations with no charge and no mass, their emission 
from a radioactive element does not produce new element. 

 
 


